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Introduction
The heat map presented below displays the cargo theft risk
throughout Europe for all product types during the second
quarter of 2018 (Q2-2018). Like all heat maps published by
the SensiGuard™ Supply Chain Intelligence Center (SCIC),
this heat map mainly shows significant activity in the western
part of Europe. This does not mean that most cargo crime
incidents occur in this part of the region, however; the colorless
areas depict countries where underreporting by the relevant
authorities causes a lack of insight in the suspected severity of
the problem.

SUPPLY CHAIN
INTELLIGENCE CENTER
Formerly known as
FreightWatch International

In the past year and a half the SCIC has been able to collect
increasingly more incidents throughout the EMEA region. From
April until June 2018, with the help of our highly appreciated
partners, the SCIC was able to record 1,352 incidents. This is
an increase of 261 incidents (+24%) compared to Q2-2017,
which recorded 1,091 incidents. The SCIC believes that the
number of incidents in the second quarter of this year will be
even higher, due to the fact that not all of our partners were
able to provide us with all data by the time this report was
composed.

Year on Year Comparison of Total Cargo
Crime
The SCIC presents a Year on Year (YoY) comparison for
Q2-2018 and Q2-2017. In consecutive order, we will take a look
at the incidents by Month, Value, Country, Event Type, Product
Type, Day and Time of Day.

Cargo Theft by Month
When looking at the numbers by month, it becomes clear that
the trend in Q2-2018 is slightly different from Q2-2017. This year
the number of incidents are at their highest point of the quarter
in May (469 incidents), with just a marginal drop in June. Last
year April started with the highest number of incidents (415),
but this trend declined as the quarter moved along. What is also
noticeable is that the highest number of incidents in Q2-2017
was lower than the lowest number of incidents in Q2-2018.
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What becomes evident when looking at the graph is that the
highest value in Q2-2018 is for Pharmaceuticals. This differs
from Q2-2017 with Food & Drinks having the highest value
stolen recorded. The high value for Pharmaceuticals is striking,
since it had the least incidents recorded. The SCIC bears in
mind that there is most likely a high number of underreporting
overall in incidents, and that this number is even higher when
it comes to Pharmaceuticals—an industry that has high stakes
when it comes to reputational damage.
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Cargo Theft by Total Value
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To have a better picture of how the value is divided over the
different commodities, the SCIC decided to remove the product
type Cash-in-Transit. This is because Cash-in-Transit usually
represents a great value, which distorts the total picture. Of the
22 incidents the SCIC was able to record for Cash-in-Transit this
quarter, two alone combined for a value totalling €2,126,850
with an average of €1,063,452.
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Of the 1,352 incidents recorded this quarter, only 478 incidents
had a value attributed, a mere 35% of the grand total. The total
amount of the value stolen (when able to be determined) added
up to €29,508,093, while the average value per cargo stolen
was €61,862.
In Q2-2017, the number of incidents in which a value could be
attributed was 520 out of the 1,091 (48%). Therefore, this was a
higher percentage compared to this year. The total value, where
value could be determined, was €67,190,857, with an average
value of €129,213.
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EMEA—Cargo Theft by
Product and Value, Q2-2018
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When the SCIC puts together a top five of countries with the
highest number of incidents recorded, we can do so thanks to
the help of our partners. This also results in those countries
having the highest numbers, due to underreporting of the rest of
the countries in the region.
In Q2-2018 the top five countries that had most incidents
recorded were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sweden (475)
United Kingdom (395)
Germany (252)
The Netherlands (70)
South Africa (68)

The top five list in Q2-2017 was comprised of United Kingdom
(408), Belgium (190), Germany (184), The Netherlands (134), and
Sweden (52). What stands out the most is that Sweden switched
from last on the list in Q2-2017, to the first place in Q2-2018.
This does not necessarily entail that the number of incidents in
Sweden has increased within a year. The Swedish police was
willing and able to share data with the SCIC since the start of this
year. Belgium is not in the top five in Q2-2018. This is because
the data from Belgium was not yet available when this report was
composed.
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Cargo Theft by Event Type

incidents, which also does not provide insight in what was actually
stolen. This adds up to a total of 47% in which the product type
cannot be specified.

EMEA—Cargo Theft by Event Type
Q2-2018
30%

Pilferage 45%
Curtain Slashing 30%
Vehicle Theft 7%
Hijacking 6%
Theft of Full Truckload 4%
Facility Theft 4%
Fuel Theft 4%

7%

6%
4%
45%

4%
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A significant amount of incidents in Q2-2018 was carried out via
the Pilferage event type, which accounted for 45% of the
incidents. The next category was Curtain Slashing (30%), followed
far down the list by Vehicle Theft (7%).
In Q2-2017 the top three of most utilized event types were
Curtain Slashing (43%), Pilferage (33%) and Facility Theft (6%).
This means that there have been some shifts when compared to
the top three in the following year.

Another category that takes up a significant portion of the pie
chart is Attempted Thefts with 13%. Even though nothing is
stolen in this category, it does not automatically mean that there
were not any damages—the tarpaulin or other parts of the truck
or warehouse might have been affected, leading to delays and
other aspects that can cause losses.
In Q2-2017 the top three most-known stolen product types
were Auto & Parts (16%), Home & Garden (11%), Clothing &
Shoes and Electronics (6% each). Attempted Theft and Unknown
Product came in first with 18% each of the incidents recorded.
Miscellaneous took up 4% of the incidents recorded.

Cargo Theft by Day
EMEA—Cargo Theft by
Day of the Week, Q2-2018
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Of the known product types that were stolen in Q2-2018, the top
three list consisted of Auto & Parts (14%), Food & Drinks (5%) and
Electronics (4%).
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Unknown 43%
Auto & Parts 14%
Attempted Theft 13%
Food & Drinks 5%
Electronics 4%
Miscellaneous 4%
Clothing & Shoes 3%
Home & Garden 3%
Alcohol 2%
Metals 2%
Cash-in-Transit 2%
Personal Care 1%
Building & Industrial 1%
Tobacco 1%
Pharmaceuticals 1%
Sports Equipment 1%
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When looking at the days of the week in Q2-2018 when most
incidents are recorded, the “usual suspects” appear—Tuesday,
Thursday and Wednesday. Another prominent phenomenon is the
high number of the category Unknown Product (not defined) with
190 incidents recorded. Like previous quarters, the lowest
number of incidents is recorded on the weekends, starting on
Friday.
In Q2-2017, the same days had the highest number of incidents
recorded compared to Q2-2018, being Tuesday (209), Thursday
(182) and Wednesday (178). What was significantly different from
this quarter is the tremendous lower amount of Unknown Product
incidents recorded—a mere 40 incidents, an increase of 375% of
this specific category in Q2-2018.

One of the reoccurring problems that the SCIC and the industry
have to deal with is the fact that in the majority of the recorded
incidents, the product type that was stolen is not specified. In
Q2-2018, this added up to 43% of recorded incidents. The
product type was listed as Miscellaneous in another 4% of
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Cargo Theft by Time of Day
EMEA—Cargo Theft by Time of Day
Q2-2018
12%

Night 54%
Day 12%
Not Defined 34%
34%
54%

Similar to other years, most thefts in Q2-2018 were committed
during the night, which had 54% of the incidents recorded. Only
12% of the incidents recorded happened during the day.
However, both previously mentioned categories are likely to be
higher, since in over a third of the incidents (34%), the time of day
could not be determined.
In Q2-2017, the numbers were significantly different with 66% of
the incidents being recorded at night and just 6% during daytime.
In 28% of the cases, the time of day could not be determined.

Peripheral Cargo Theft Risks
BREXIT
The U.K. faces being left out in the cold after
Brexit unless the Government takes urgent steps
to prepare for life outside the customs union and
consequent potential disruption at the ports,
experts have warned. The Think Tank Institute for
Economic Affairs made remarks in the wake of
reports that ferry companies were opening up new direct routes
between the Republic of Ireland and mainland Europe—effectively
bypassing Britain as a result. A British and Dutch-based shipping
company were among those reported to be taking steps. An Irish
company planned to increase freight capacity by almost ten times
to Dublin and the French port of Cherbourg this summer, up from
120 to 1,155 trucks.
Source: Express (U.K.)

PORTS NIGERIA
In June, Nigerian ports were under attack from
criminals taking advantage of the lack of security
to strike on vessels at berth. Random attacks
were reported in the Lagos Port complex,
Apapa, Tin-Can island ports, and Port Harcourt
in Rivers State. Before now, attacks at berth
were not reported at the port especially since the successful
implementation of the International Ships and Ports Security
(ISPS) code in 2006, which also reinforced the already available
security at the port, creating an avenue of safety for vessels to call
at Nigerian ports. However, recent report of attacks on vessels at
anchorage have worried stakeholders in the maritime sector, who
believe the attacks could spike freight cost through increase in
insurance premiums.
Source: Leadership (Nigeria)

EUROPEAN COMMISSION
The proposal of the European Commission to
charge the transport of freight by road on a more
equal basis with rail is one step closer with the
approval by the European Parliament Transport
and Tourism Committee of most amendments.
This is an important step for the rail freight sector. Road charges
are currently only applied to trucks on about 20-25% of the
European network. This is a point of frustration for the rail freight
industry, as railway operators pay distance-based charges on
all railroads. The discrepancy leads to unfair competition, critics
believe. The rail freight industry has asked for a level playing
field in order to enable an increase of the market share of freight
transport by rail. This share was 12.3% in 2015, only a slight
increase compared to 11.4% in 2009.
Source: RailFreight.com
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Cargo Crime by Country (Top 5)

Provinces

Sweden

The three most targeted areas in Q2-2018 in Sweden were:
1. Skåne (122)
2. Stockholm (118)
3. Västra Götaland (72)
The top three provinces of Q1-2017 were Skåne (21), Västra
Götaland (12), and Uppland (7). It is remarkable that Stockholm
has the second position this year, because it occupied the sixth
position in the same quarter last year.
Location
What is striking to see in Sweden, when looking at the location
of cargo incidents, is that all incidents occurred at Unsecured
Parking (100%). This might be due to the fact that the Swedish
police do not diversify the different locations, and categorizes
anything that is unsecure as Unsecured Parking.
In Q2-2017, the results for location were only slightly more
diverse; the vast majority of the incidents were still recorded at
Unsecured Parking with 98%, and a mere 2% was recorded at
the Seaport.
M.O.
Like the location in which incidents occur, Sweden does not
show much variety in modi operandi either. With the help of
the Swedish police, the SCIC was able to identify two M.O.’s in
Q2-2018: Pilferage (87%) and Vehicle Theft (13%)
The event types recorded in Q2-2017 showed more diversity,
with five different categories. The top three were Pilferage (50%),
Curtain Slashing (25%), and Theft of Full Truckload (9%).

Total
The recorded amount of incidents in Sweden in Q2-2018 was
high enough to take over the number one position in the top five
of countries with the highest amount of cargo incidents recorded.
As mentioned before, this does not necessarily mean that
Sweden has become a higher risk due to an increase of incidents.
It is more likely because of the fact that the Swedish police not
only did a tremendous job in collecting data, but they were also
willing to share this data with the SCIC.
The total amount of incidents collected in Sweden added up
to 475 incidents (35%), more than 1/3 of the total amount of
incidents recorded. Compared to Q2-2017, with 52 incidents
recorded, this is an increase of 813%.

sensitech.com

Product Type
In Sweden, the majority of the incidents recorded did not get
a product type attributed to them. This means that the biggest
portion by far falls in the category Unknown Product (92%). Far
behind that category follows Auto & Parts (7%) and Personal Care
(1%).
Looking at Q2-2017, the top three most stolen product types had
a different variety than in Q2-2018. The top stolen product type
was Electronics (19%), followed by Home & Garden (17%), and
both Clothing & Shoes and Auto & Parts (15% each).
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United Kingdom

Location
The large majority of the incidents recorded in the U.K. occured
at Unsecured Parking (91%). Even though this is not different in
many other countries in the region, the U.K., like Sweden, does
show a relatively larger amount. The second most common
location for cargo thefts in the U.K. this quarter was Company
Yard/Premises (8%), followed by In-Transit (1%).
Compared to Q2-2017, the visual does not show much change
with Unsecured Parking again in the number one position with
95% of the incidents recorded, followed by Company Yard/
Premises (4%). The change does come in the third spot, which
features Seaport with 1% of the recorded incidents.
M.O.
Curtain Slashing (66%) is again the most applied modus operandi
in the U.K., followed by Pilferage (16%) and Fuel Theft (9%).
The top three in Q2-2017 were similar to Q2-2018. The numbers
do differ slightly, with a much larger portion for Curtain Slashing
with almost three quarters of all incidents (73%). This was
followed by Pilferage (18%) and Fuel Theft (6%).

Total
The SCIC would like to stress the deep appreciation for the fact
that our trusted and respected partner the National Vehicle Crime
Intelligence Service (NaVCIS), was again willing to share their data
with us. This led to the recording of 395 incidents in the United
Kingdom (U.K.) in Q2-2018. As seen in the heat map above,
these incidents occurred mostly in the Midlands and SouthEastern part of the U.K..
Compared to Q2-2017 the current number of incidents shows a
slight drop, since last year’s quarter had a total of 408 incidents
recorded in the U.K. This is a decline of 3%.

Product Type
The most targeted known product types in Q2-2018 in the
U.K. were Auto & Parts (21%), followed by Food & Drinks (8%),
Electronics and Alcohol (6% each).
Unknown Product (20%) and Attempted Theft (17%) both took up
a large portion of the incidents recorded.
In Q2-2017 the top three known stolen product types were Auto
& Parts (12%), Home & Garden (10%), and Clothing & Shoes
(6%).

Provinces
The three most targeted areas in Q2-2018 in the U.K. were:
1. East Midlands (213)
2. South East England (75)
3. East England (36)
Q2-2017 shows the exact same top three provinces with even
the amount of incidents being fairly similar. They respectively were
211, 82 and 78. However, the amount of incidents recorded in
East England has noticeably dropped this quarter (-54%).

sensitech.com
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Germany

Location
Unsurprisingly, the most targeted location in Germany is, like
many countries, Unsecured Parking (83% of the incidents). Next
was Warehouse/DC (9%) followed by Company Yard/Premises
(8%). These were the only three locations recorded in Germany
this quarter.
The same quarter last year showed no difference in the top three
locations, which were again the only three locations recorded. The
percentages were respectively 81%, 16% and 3% .
M.O.
The M.O. Curtain Slashing was the most common in Q2-2018 in
Germany (41%). This was followed by Pilferage (38%) and Facility
Theft (9%).
Compared to Q2-2017, the order of rank was slightly different
with Curtain Slashing (56%) in the top spot, followed by Facility
Theft (13%) and Pilferage (11%).
Product Type

Total
Looking at the heat map above it is clear that cargo incidents are
not particularly centralized in a part of Germany, although now
there seems to be a major hotspot around Lower Saxony.

The most stolen product type in Germany in Q2-2018 was Auto
& Parts (21% of the recorded incidents). This was followed by
Electronics (6%) and Metals (5%). This is the only country in which
Metals made the top three. Most of the incidents were Attempted
Theft (27)% or Unknown Product (12%).
Auto & Parts was also the most stolen product type in Germany
in Q2-2017 with 26% of the incidents recorded, followed by
Home & Garden (14%) and Building & Industrial (8%), a product
type that was not seen in a top three in Q2-2018 so far.

The SCIC has been determined to establish contact with law
enforcement agencies in all parts of the region, and has recently
been successful in doing so in Lower Saxony Germany. Thanks
to our partners at Landeskriminalamt Niedersachsen and the
efforts of the SCIC, there was a total of 252 incidents recorded
in Q2-2018, a 37% increase from Q2-2017 when there were
184 incidents recorded. This also explains the rise of incidents
recorded in Lower Saxony, which is due to better reporting in that
area.
Provinces
The three most targeted provinces in Q2-2018 in Germany were:
1. Lower Saxony (123)
2. North Rhine-Westphalia (27)
3. Bavaria (24)
In Q2-2017, the incidents were more evenly spread. The top
three list consisted of almost the same provinces except the third
spot, which was previously occupied by Saxony. The respective
numbers were 30, 24 and 23 incidents.
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The Netherlands

Location
The highest number of incidents recorded in the Netherlands
was again, unsurprisingly, at Unsecured Parking with 67% of the
incidents recorded. This was followed by Company Yard/Premises
(30%) and Seaport (2%).
The only difference in the Q2-2017 top three locations, besides
the numbers, is the third position being taken by Warehouse/DC,
which is more often seen in the top three. The numbers
respectively were 69%, 24% and 5%.
M.O.
The most common M.O. in The Netherlands in Q2-2018 was
Pilferage (42%). This was followed by Curtain Slashing (39%) and
Vehicle Theft (11%).
In Q2-2017, there was a slight switch between the number one
and two positions with Curtain Slashing (40%) at the top position,
followed by Pilferage (36%) and Vehicle Theft (16%).
Product Type

Total
The heat map of The Netherlands depicts the most targeted area
in the country in Q2-2018 being the southern half.
Again with thanks to the help of our much-appreciated partner at
the Dutch Police, the SCIC was able to record 70 incidents this
quarter. Unfortunately, at the time this report was composed, the
data of The Netherlands for June had not been completed yet.
So it is most likely that the number will be higher, once all data is
collected.

Like all other countries that were previously mentioned in the top
five, the known product type most stolen in The Netherlands was
Auto & Parts (14% of the incidents recorded). This was followed
by Electronics (12%) and Home & Garden (6%). Attempted Theft
was the biggest category (46%); Unknown Product added up to
7%.
The same quarter in 2017 had the same top three with the
following numbers: 19%, 9% and & 7%.

Compared to Q2-2017 the amount of incidents have almost
halved, with 134 incidents recorded in Q2-2017 (-48%).
Provinces
The three most targeted areas in Q2-2018 in The Netherlands
were:
1. North Brabant (27)
2. South Holland (14)
3. Limburg (12)
It becomes clear that North Brabant leads by far when it comes
to the amount of incidents recorded. This is possibly due to the
fact that this province is largely connected to the border, which
might facilitate an easy escape.
Compared to Q2-2017, the top three featured the same
provinces, but in a slightly different order and with higher numbers
recorded. The number one position was again for North Brabant
(41), followed by Limburg (30) and South Holland (25).

sensitech.com
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South Africa

Location
Looking back at former reports from the SCIC, it is known that
when it comes to certain trends in cargo theft, South Africa is the
proverbial “odd man out”. This definitely applies to the top three
locations, where the number one position is taken by In-Transit
(66%). South Africa is the only country again in the top five, which
has this location in its top three. The number two spot is for
Unsecured Parking with a mere 19%, which is significantly lower
than in the other known parts of the region. Last on the list is
Warehouse/DC with 6% of the incidents recorded.
The top three locations in Q2-2017 show that In-Transit was
also the preferred location with 85% of the incidents, followed by
Warehouse/DC (7%) and Unsecured Parking (5%).
M.O.
The level of violence used in South Africa is extremely high,
certainly compared to other countries in the region. Moreover, it
seems like it is in a downward spiral—the modus operandi used
most often by criminals in Q2-2018 in South Africa was Hijacking
(74%), followed by Theft of Full Truckload (7%), and both Facility
Theft and Last-Mile Courier (6% each).

Total
The heat map of South Africa shows many blind spots, with just
a few hot spots located near Johannesburg (Gauteng) and Port
Elizabeth, Nelson Mandela Bay (Eastern Cape). Although not
prominent on the map it is widely regarded that the N3 corridor
from Durban to Johannesburg is one of the most risky routes in
South Africa.
Together with our trusted partner in South Africa, the SCIC
continues to move forward in gathering more cargo incident data
in the country. It remains a challenge, however; the total number
of incidents recorded in Q2-2018 was 68, a 66% increase
compared to Q2-2017 when there were 41 incidents recorded.
Provinces

Last year the top three list consisted of Hijacking (71%), Vehicle
Theft (22%) and Facility Theft (7%).
Product Type
There are several reports of an explosive increase of Cash-inTransit thefts, and together with our partner, the SCIC recorded
this as the number one most stolen product type with 29%.
Second of the known product types were Food & Drinks (12%)
followed by Alcohol (7%). Unknown Products accounted for 12%,
and Attempted Theft for 7%.
In Q2-2017, South Africa did not differ like the rest of the region,
with the number one known most stolen product type being Auto
& Parts (29%). This was followed by Cash-in-Transit (22%), and
both Electronics and Food & Drinks (7% each).

The three most targeted areas in Q2-2018 in South Africa were:
1. Gauteng (28)
2. Eastern Cape (18)
3. Kwazulu-Natal (11)
The top three list in Q2-2017 was different—Gauteng was still in
the number one position with 28 incidents, followed by Western
Cape (7), and Mpumalanga (3).
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About SensiGuard Security Services Data

About SensiGuard Security Services

Unless otherwise noted, the theft statistics in this
assessment are derived from data collected by the
SensiGuard Supply Chain Intelligence Center and
other information collected from reliable sources. The
Intelligence Center captures cargo theft and supply
chain risk data from numerous sources across the globe. These
include, but are not limited to, the databases of SensiGuard
Security Services, its customers, law enforcement agencies,
industry organizations, insurance industry sources, and news
reports. This report offers an analysis of the data collected
during Q2-2018, providing insight into cargo theft and supply
chain risk across the globe.

SensiGuard Security Services is a leading provider of global
logistics security services, offering tracking and monitoring
solutions that provide organizations with cargo security,
transparency and supply chain integrity from origin to
destination. Using real-time visibility technology and layered
solutions, organizations can actively monitor their cargo
anywhere in the global supply chain to mitigate the risks
associated with theft, spoilage, counterfeiting and more. With
operations across the globe, SensiGuard is uniquely positioned
to deliver services regionally across diverse supply chains.

Please note that cargo theft goes largely unreported; as such,
total theft figures for a particular country or region are likely
higher than stated. In addition, global cargo theft circumstances
and risks change, sometimes frequently and quickly, and in
ways that may make the facts and opinions expressed here no
longer valid. Therefore, the extent to which organizations rely on
the information provided in this assessment should be solely at
their discretion.

SensiGuard Security Services is part of Sensitech Inc., a leading
provider of supply chain visibility solutions. Sensitech is focused
on delivering supply chain visibility solutions that track, monitor
and protect products for global leaders in the food, life sciences,
consumer goods, and industrial markets. Our solutions are
focused in three key areas: quality and compliance, supply
chain security, and logistics performance management.
Quality and compliance solutions address temperature-sensitive,
complex supply chains focused on delivering the highest
quality possible, while our supply chain security solutions help
to mitigate risks associated with theft, diversion and chain of
custody. Sensitech’s logistics performance solutions deliver
origin-to-destination, real-time transparency to any in-transit
journey. Sensitech Inc. is an ISO 9001:2008 company,
headquartered in Beverly, Mass., with more than 35 sales,
service and distribution locations around the world. Sensitech is
a part of UTC Climate, Controls & Security, a unit of United
Technologies Corp., a leading provider to the aerospace and
building systems industries worldwide.
More information about Sensitech is available at
www.sensitech.com
To register to receive alerts, bulletins and reports, please visit the
SensiGuard Supply Chain Intelligence Center

The information contained in this document is the property of Sensitech Inc. This information may not be sold, licensed, or used for business development in any capacity without the prior written
consent of Sensitech Inc. Sensitech Inc. encourages recipients to use this information for cargo theft prevention activities and to share this information in its entirety with colleagues who may also benefit
in a theft prevention capacity.
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